Rough Draft Summary of Monday, July 17, 2017
Windows of Time – being feel it on my left side where I feel windows
Time is relevant by a recorded event you can go through to and fro from the past to the present and
the future you were sent it’s relevant only by what is framed out a perception that potions for a time
is all about you can move from within to without or without to within and the frequencies will begin
time is a tool for all to use but it also holds in captivity when condemnation feels like it’s due. It
holds the judgements in place not necessarily a godly ruling but a self-perpetuated guardian over a
mistake. It holds the evidence to keep the heart under lock and key a compartmentalized chamber
but true perception will set free. These windows are connected to a soundboard that is in the heart,
these stones are connected to thrones but the judgement is where you start. One step of obedience
will catch you up the highway of thinking from the kingdom a above even here history can be
changed for the evidence for the ruling will be removed and then the original will explain. (Jana saw
a table of show bread, which feel really good, but is separate from the windows.)
Seven Spirits of God

Archangel
This is universal. This is universal. The revelation of the ages, the end time. Revelation that mankind
has been awaiting has begun. It is time. Time! It is time!! Kairos time. It gives your Father pleasure
to show you what I have been waiting from before the foundation of time. Time! To share with you.
Think it not a lite thing but it is about the light. It is about all manner of light and its manifold
forms. Think it outside the box. I give you that key, for the revelation is for now. It is a NOW word,
that will bring what you desire. The healing of the captives, the healing of those that prayers of past
was not able to accomplish. That which Jesus did in confronting legion that is not easy to do today,
that which in casting out one, brings seven-fold worse tomorrow. With the light, with the sound,
with quantum leaps you will attain. And know this you walk forward in a righteous path. I will send
you conformation that will knock you down left and right and you will be in glee. The stars will fight
for you just like they defeated Sisera. This is a new day, you will walk in victory I will help you every
step of the way. You withstood the onslaught of the enemy, an onslaught it was. The gates of hell
did not prevail against you and they were opened. But as you stood and stood and withstood, I in
My power, shut them on behalf of my children, with my power, my thrones, my authorities on your
behalf and I’m giving you the keys with which you will rule and reign. You will share and you will
teach my children. Stars in the daytime, stars in the night time, galaxies, untold billions are rejoicing
for there are more, there are more that are for you than those that are against you. And as of today, I
begin to reveal this key to you, more are forthcoming. Remember the light, the sound. Remember
vibration. And remember the war is won. The victory is yours already. You are but policemen on the
earth, enforce it in the heavens as you do on the earth.
The windows have become mirrors
The light is trapped
The light is not getting in or out, but the light getting out is a stronger issue
Eph 1:13
Luke 11:33-36

The mirrors are there because we try to fix ourselves. I must acknowledge that by faith though
grace the Lord does this.
It seems the administration of healing has been trapped in these mirrors/windows.
This Prayer developed after Time Angel brings Word about the Light/Sound being a
Key
Paul realized the Windows had become fractal mirrors w no light coming in!
(We were bottlenecked with-in!)
Lord, I now ask that you cause all things to become visible to us. By an act of my will, I ask
that you expose every memory that has caused any part to become trapped between these
windows.
I now ask that Your Glorious Light remove all evil. I choose that You expose all shame & pain
& evil and bring HEALTH to all the pieces dirtied by shame & this ungodly being tied to
Krono's.
I choose to exercise faith that by praying this prayer I stepped into obedience to You & ask
You to deal with the complications of all this. I step into obedience to You and ask You to
deal with the with the complications of all this.
I look to Your unfathomable knowledge to determine what needs to be done and to set me
free.
In Jesus Name, Amen.
Anthony:
Father, I ask that You would forgive me for every act of disobedience, for every time that I
have looked to my own self, for every time that I chose to disobey you, for staying in my own
comfort zone, and for speaking words of condemnation over myself.
I now speak that You are my King, You are the Light that shines through in the darkness....

Lk11:33-34
Lord, rightly time (syc) our spirits to your creative order: My perception, as well Lord, rightly
align to Yours.
Lord, rightly align my perception to your perception.
Lord help me make room for Your blessings!
Lord, please realign our frequencies to Your frequencies for You are the Light of the
World.
Notes:
Sound + Light + Quantum
Paul: Photons/Photos Gk?
Paul: Has a Cluster of Grapes in his hand = has Healing in it ( vibrates )
Paul called Jana up and placed cluster through Jana's Window into her forehead into one of
her 1-3/7 Eyes of the Lord ( to be healed?) Sp of the Lord Sp of Wisdom Sp of
Understanding
Window to be Healed?
Both/to be healed
Grape Bunch = Cluster our personal bunch to minister to/ that we belong to -to pass
Healing to!
End
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